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OVERVIEW
Participants learn about what they need to know and do to make effective education choices so
they can ensure that their long-term education and career goals are achieved. They will learn
about how formal and informal education works, how it relates to careers and labor market
trends, and what information they need to consider when making decisions regarding what type
and how much education they need to achieve their goals.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Participants will:
◦ Identify Why They Need to Do to Make Good Decisions
◦ Identify What Activities Contribute to Good Decisions
◦ Register How Today’s World Impacts Education Choices
◦ Learn to Research Career Options
◦ Learn to Research Education Options
◦ Acquire Tools for Researching Education Options
◦ Recognize Appropriate Academic Preparation Activities
◦ Recognize Appropriate Career Preparation Activities
◦ Identify Effective Job Search Strategies

WORKSHOP PRESENTER
Kathleen E. High, M.Ed., CCSP, GCDFI
Ms. High has been adjunct education and career counselor and an adjunct professor at different
community colleges for over 10 years. Through roles, she teaches college success, job search
skills and career research classes. Also, as an independent consultant, “Your Dreams & Goals,”
she offers a variety of services to help clients to find and achieve their dreams and goals. She is a
guest presenter of special topics to Orange County One-Stop Center clients. She started a support
group for the unemployed in the Faith-Based community.
In addition to her professional experience working with adults in pursuing education, she also
has personal experience dealing with the challenges presented through education: After being
laid off from a long-term clerical position in the business world, she went to back to school fulltime to finish her degree. Her career transition from corporate “office jobs” to professor/
counselor in higher education required much more education, experience, knowledge, time,
effort, change and sacrifice then she originally expected. Through that journey, she found her
life’s calling and has used her educational pursuits to find answers to questions people could not
provide. Her career transition required her to make multiple job, housing, education, and
relationship transitions during an 18-year period. She uses her personal and professional
experiences and specialized training to identify and address assist adults who need to engage in
lifelong learning to maintain their skills marketability.
She holds a Master’s in Education from Azusa Pacific University and additional graduate work
in School Counseling from Cal State San Bernardino, and Theology from Fuller Theological
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Seminary. She received her Bachelor of Science from Cal Poly Pomona and her Associates of
Arts from Rio Hondo Community College. She is also an instructor for the NCDA’s official
Facilitating Career Development (FCD) program.

WHY THIS WORKSHOP?
Too many people jump into education programs and don’t finish their goals because:
◦ They didn’t properly research their options
◦ They didn’t choose the right program to begin with
◦ They were not ready to begin
Or, they finish their educational goals, but can’t get a job in the field because they didn’t take all
the necessary steps to success. The video, “Success in the New Economy” illustrates how just
getting a college degree is no longer enough to succeed in college.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHEI_gZibSE
Regardless of whether or not a student finishes a program or even gets a job, they still have
student loan debts that can’t be written off in bankruptcy.
Reflection:
Take a few minutes to reflect on your current situation. Ask yourself the following questions.
What Challenges Do You Face?
Do You Know:
1. What You Want? ____________________________________________________________
2. What You Need to Do?________________________________________________________
3. Where to Go for Help?________________________________________________________

WHAT GOES INTO WISE DECISIONS?
You may be asking, so how do I make sure I don’t wind up not being able to finish my goal and
wasting time and money in the process? There is good news. There are steps you can take to
increase the likelihood that you will be able to finish what you start. These steps listed below will
be discussed in more detail later:
◦ Self-Knowledge
◦ Understand Education
◦ Recognize Today’s World
◦ Knowledge of the Career
◦ Know the Education Requirements
◦ Know How to Pay for the Education
◦ Diligent Research
◦ Academic Preparation
◦ Career Preparation
◦ Effective Job Search Strategies
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What Goes into Wise Decisions: Self Knowledge
The first step in setting effective educational goals is to take the time to reflect on yourself so
that you can eventually pursue goals that are consistent with who you are.
Realistic Self Knowledge

Many people have problems with making good choices when they don’t know themselves very
well. They may try to take on goals that perhaps reflect someone else’s ideals, because they
assume it will pay well, or allow them to gain respect from others. For example, they may spend
many years and over hundred thousand dollars on education to become a doctor or lawyer only
to discover later that they hate it.
Who are You?

The first step in identifying goals is to take stock of yourself by determining your personality,
innate abilities, values, skills you want to use, and what are your interests. Career satisfaction is
best met by trying to find something that is as compatible with as many of those things as
possible. Fortunately, most colleges and career counselors offer assessments to help you better
understand yourself in those areas and to suggest possible careers that are often satisfactory to
others with similar results.
Your Motivation for Learning

What do you want from school and why are you going? Do you enjoy learning for its own sake?
Are you expecting that the learning endeavor will lead to a good-paying job? Are you only doing
this because if you don’t, you will experience negative consequences, such as losing a job? Your
motivation will reveal a lot about your expectations and whether or not you are willing to put out
the necessary time and effort to succeed. People who are internally motivated are far more likely
to endure hardships and challenges than are people who are only trying to avoid negative
consequences.
How You Best Learn?

How do you learn best? There are many different ways to teach and to learn, and we tend to have
preferences for how to take in, process, and apply new knowledge. For example, do you prefer to
learn on your own, hands-on, in a classroom, with others, or from a computer program? Since
there are many different ways of learning, there are also many different ways to teach. You may
encounter a situation where the information is presented in a way that makes it harder for you to
understand and apply. When you consider your options, take into consideration how the material
is presented and whether or not you learn that way.
Your Short-Term and Long-Term Goals

What are your short-term and long-term goals? Some people may be willing and able to spend a
few years pursuing formal degrees. whereas others may feel that at their age, they don’t want to
bother with long-term education, and instead only want to consider training goals that can be
completed within a few months or a year or less. This is a very personal decision which should
not be made for you. Your goals should also be compatible with your motivation.
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What Personal Challenges Can Potentially Derail You?

The world will not stop just because people decide to take on a learning challenge.
Consequently, even highly-motivated students often find themselves distracted by life through
relationships, finances, housing, travel, issues and general life’s problems. Life is never perfect,
but there are seasons in life where we can have so much going on in our lives that we cannot
focus on school. So, as you consider going to school, ask yourself if you have any pressing
problems or stressors in your life that could make it difficult to focus on your studies.
Personal Responsibility

Even though life is not perfect and you may have to deal with problems and stressors while
going to school, the good news is there is still hope. People who willingly take responsibility for
their lives and their successes do much better than individuals who tend to think of themselves as
victims of their circumstances. The following are some tips to take to help you take control of
your situation.
What Affects Success

The first thing you can do is to take the time to understand what affects student success. There
are many factors that can encourage success or distract a person from their goals. By taking the
time to identify those factors and seek help, you can take charge of the situation. Below are two
Figures 1 and 2 (or use separate handout “The Journey”) that reveal both positive and negative
factors affecting success. Once your risk factors and strengths are identified, then you can, if
necessary, ask for help in addressing them.
Readiness

One factor that positively affects success is a person’s readiness to do what needs to be done –
even when they don’t want to. For example, some people are not ready to devote time and
energy to going to class every day and doing homework when they leave high school. However,
some people may find they have more motivation when they are older and have a greater
appreciation. Also, some people may have many problems and challenges that they need to
address before they can focus on school. Two handouts can help you identify your level of
readiness: “Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs” and “Motivation”. These handouts can be
downloaded from: http://www.dreams-goals.com/IndividualLessons.html
Priorities Defined

Another thing that helps people to take responsibility for their success, to have their priorities
clearly defined. It is very easy to get distracted by urgent and important challenges and problems.
However, when you know where you need to focus your energy, then it is easier to recognize a
distraction for what it is.
Seek Professional Help

If you find that you are dealing with challenges that you just don’t know how to solve, then the
way to take responsibility is to reach out and ask for help from someone who is qualified to help
you. For example, if you are dealing with mental health challenges, then seek mental health
counseling. If you are dealing with legal challenges, then seek legal advice. If you don’t know
what career to pursue, then seek help from a career counselor.
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Listen to Your “Inner Voice”

Finally, it is important to listen to the “inner voice” that may speak to you. You may have people
telling you that you should not go to school because they want you to do something else. Or
perhaps your family is telling you that you should go to school, but deep down inside you realize
you are not ready or willing to take responsibility for your success.

Figure 1: Visual of What Affects Education Journey
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Figure 2: Visual of How the Education Journey Can Be Interrupted

Reflection: Self Knowledge
Take a few minutes to reflect on your current situation. Ask yourself the following questions.
1. How Much Self Knowledge Do You Possess? ___________________________________
2. How Do You to Take Personal Responsibility? __________________________________

Linking Education and Career
Many people may not know how to make a connection between education and career. As Figure
3 below illustrates, there are two ways to make that connection. 1) Focus on what you want to
study and see where it leads. 2) Focus on the career you want to aim for and figure out how to
prepare for it. The other idea to keep in mind is that Option 1 is typically most relevant for
undergraduate students open to pursuing degrees because Associates and Bachelor’s degrees
allow room for exploring your interests. Whereas most other learning options are usually
©2016 Kathleen E. High
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designed for specific skills and/or careers. Therefore, individuals, who have other goals in mind,
should focus on Option 2.

Figure 3: Two Ways to Link Education to Career: 1) Focus on Education or 2) Focus on Career

What Goes into Wise Decisions: Understanding Education
Degrees vs Certificates vs Credentials vs Licenses:
In order to make good decisions about education, you first need to understand some basic
principles about education, including the difference between degrees, certificates and credentials.
Degrees

Degrees usually take more time to achieve, and are thus longer-term goals than are certificates.
When applying for jobs, degrees tend to be more universal and transferable in most employers’
eyes. Depending on the industry/academic discipline, many employers may ask for a specific
level of degree (i.e. Bachelor’s), but not care what you studied to get that degree. This becomes
very helpful when you want to enter another field or industry. There is a hierarchy to degrees,
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and you often cannot pursue one degree unless you have the one below it. For example, most
Master’s degree programs will require that you have a Bachelor’s degree in order to be eligible
for admission.
◦ Associates of Arts or Science (AA/AS)
◦ Bachelor’s Degree (BA/BS)
◦ Master’s Degree (MA/MS/M.ED., etc.)
◦ Doctorate Degree (Ph.D, Ed.D., PsyD, etc.)
Certificates

Certificates tend to be shorter and require less work to complete. They tend to be focused on
specific skills acquisition. They may be a shorter version of degree or supplemental to degree.
They are typically not as universal as a degree. So, if you do not use that certificate for that
career, it may not be considered relevant (i.e. transferable) for other careers. Certificate programs
can be found at every educational level from post high school, to doctoral level.
Credentials

Credentials are issued by a third-party institution and serve as a verification of qualification for
job. Credentials are often pursued at the end of an educational program, and that program is
likely designed to prepare its students to meet the credentialing requirements. Credentials can be
found at every educational level from post high school, to doctoral level.
Licenses

Licenses are granted by the state to grant legal authority to work in a given occupation.
Licensing requirements can be found at every educational level from post high school, to
doctoral level. These are careers where most regions have determined that these professionals
should be licensed to protect the public from danger, incompetence, and fraud. For example,
electricians, plumbers, cosmetologists, real estate agents, nurses, teachers, financial planners,
doctors, lawyers, and psychologists, are required to be licensed in most states.

Figure 4 below illustrates the hierarchical relationship between degrees.
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Figure 4: Hierarchy of Degrees. All levels can be focused on general knowledge or job preparation.

Reflection: Education
Take a few minutes to reflect on your current situation. Ask yourself the following questions.
1. What is Your Highest Level of Education Obtained? __________________________
2. How Much Education Are You Willing to Pursue at This Time? _________________

What Goes into Wise Decisions? Recognize Today’s World
In order to make good educational choices, it is important to understand today’s world. We are
living in a season of rapid, constant change. That change is affecting careers and job skills
marketability. The video “Did You Know?” gives a good illustration of how rapidly the world is
changing. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uqZiIO0YI7Y
Understanding Labor Market Trends

The reason it is important to recognize how much the world is changing is because those changes
affect “labor market trends”. These trends affect what kinds of jobs, industries, and skills are in
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demand at any given time, and which ones are not. There are also a few things to know about
labor market trends:
Short-Term vs Long-Term

Some trends can be long-term. For example, when the economy faced a serious recession in
2007/2008, several industries, including construction, real estate, and education faced massive
lay-offs that meant many people were unemployed or under-employed for a few years before the
economy rebounded a few years later. Some trends can be short-term, / based on a temporary
situation. For example, in 2015/2016 the western United States faced a serious drought which
meant many homeowners and businesses started to take out their lawns and replace them with
more drought-friendly landscaping. However, that Fall/Winter season also experienced an “El
Nino” weather phenomenon which leads to much heavier-than-normal rains and potential floods.
So instead of worrying about droughts, local communities had to now have more road and
emergency workers available to deal with flood damage.
Cyclical vs. Permanent

Some trends are cyclical, meaning they come and go. For example, the aerospace industry tends
to thrive when there is a Republican president because they believing having strong militaries;
whereas they tend to see a lot of layoffs during a Democratic presidency because Democrats
prefer to use negotiation to deal with conflict. Some trends are permanent and are often a result
of advances in technology. For example, printed directories (i.e. phonebooks) are a tool of prior
generations, and therefore there is not much demand for them as a product, or employees who
make them.
Based on Demographics and Technology

Another thing to keep in mind about labor market trend predictions is that they are typically
analyzed and predicated based primarily on demographics (number of births in a given year and
numbers of people from specific ethnic categories) and anticipated advances in technology.
Cannot Anticipate Unanticipated Unknowns

One of the challenges with labor market trend predictionss is that they are often predicted several
years out, and therefore cannot take into consideration unexpected and unanticipated forces that
may affect those trends. For example, Europe was shaken when England decided to leave the
European Union in 2015 in what is referred to as “Brexit”. The United States political system
had been completely upended when outsider, Donald Trump ran for and was elected President of
the United States in 2016. Mr. Trump refused to follow normal conventions, which upset
everything that was based on “business as usual in American politics”. It could take several years
to see how that affects everything. Trends that were predicted several years ago could not have
anticipated the ‘Trump wildcard’ or its affects.
The bottom line is that in today’s world of constant change, one must be prepared for the
unexpected and willing to adapt their plans when forces beyond their control necessitate change.
Reflection: Today’s World
Take a few minutes to reflect on your current situation. Ask yourself the following question.
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How Do You See These Changes Affecting Your Life and Career?
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

What Goes into Wise Decisions? Knowledge of the Career
In order to make wise education decisions, it is important to start first with the job or career you
are trying to prepare for. As you consider your options, take the time to ask the following
questions:
Trends in the Industry

Take the time to identify what kinds of trends are affecting this career? Is it booming or
contracting? What outside forces are causing these trends? What skills are in demand and
marketable – now and in the future?
Qualifications for the Career

What are the standard qualifications for this career? What are employers asking for? Are they
asking for specific degrees, certificates, credentials, licenses or specific skills?
Minimum vs. Desired

When looking at skills or experience requested, are they listed as ‘minimum’ or ‘desired’.
Minimum typically means that without that requirement met, you will not be considered for the
position. ‘Desired’ typically means that they want that skill or education, but are willing to
consider an otherwise-appealing candidate based on other factors.
Specific Credentials Required?

Another important question is “How Important are Specific Credentials?” Many jobs in the
medical field, education, and IT may ask for specific credentials in order to be considered
qualified for the position. Does exact language matter?
Experience Required

How much experience is required for that job? How are you going to get that experience if you
are still a trainee? Can you satisfy that requirement through internships related to your training?
Minimum vs. Competitive

When identifying qualifications for a career, it is important to keep in mind that depending on
the industry, laws, and competition, some ‘minimum qualifications’ may be just that – a
minimum – but will not make you competitive against other candidates in a tight job market.
Also notice which requirements are truly requirements that will eliminate you, and which ones
are simply ‘desired’. For example, to work as a community college professor in California the
minimum qualification is to have a Master’s degree in the discipline. As a government employer,
if requirements are not met, the candidate will not be considered.
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Education Required

Some jobs and careers will require a minimum amount of education and skills to be considered
qualified or competitive. It is important to identify what minimum education and skills are
required before committing to a given career.
Degrees vs. Certificates

What degrees, certificates, credentials and/or licenses are necessary to get this career? Are there
similar degrees/credentials/licenses, etc.? If so, what is the difference between them?
Licenses

Does this career require you to be licensed? If so, how do you qualify to sit for the licensing
exams? Some may require any combination of education, specific skills demonstration,
certificates or credentials, and or a specified amount of work experience (including internships or
apprenticeships). How much does it cost to take the exams? Some exams can cost thousands of
dollars just to take them – regardless of whether or not you pass.
Exact, ‘Closely Related’, or Any Degree

In the example above for community college faculty, the minimum requirements will state that
only specific degrees that meet specific language in the title satisfy that requirement. Whereas
typically in the corporate world, they may not be as concerned with what is the exact degree title.
Skills Required

What skills are required in order to get the job and to be competent? Are those skills technical or
transferable? Technical skills are skills specific to a given job, and don’t relate to other jobs.
Transferable skills are those that you can use in a variety of different careers. Do those skills
require credentials to prove competency? If so, what credentials do you need?
How to Prepare for That Career

Just because you finish the education, does not mean that you will know where and how to find
jobs. It also does not guarantee that you will be able to get a job. It is important to ask ‘How do
you get your foot in the door?’ ‘How do you get your first job?’

Reflection: Career
Take a few minutes to reflect on your current situation. Ask yourself the following question.
1. Do You Know What Career You Want?________________________________________
2. If Yes, Do How Much Information Have You Found?_____________________________

What Goes into Wise Decisions? Know Education Requirements
Once you have determined what career you want to pursue, have researched the requirements to
get that job, and have identified what skills or knowledge you need to learn, then you should
spend time researching to learn about what requirements the school has that you will need to
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meet. The following are some questions you should ask as you investigate possible learning
options. The answers to these questions can potentially help you know whether or not the
education is what you actually need.
Entrance Requirements

Does the school and/or program have any requirements that you need to meet in order to get
accepted? Do they have minimum education and/or experience requirements? What about
security requirements, such as a background check? What about health requirements, such as
pass a physical exam?
What You Will Learn?

What information will you actually learn? Look for learning objectives. Identify what classes
you need to take. Read the course descriptions. What skills will they teach?
Total Financial Commitment

As you look at your options, it is important to identify total cost for attendance. Costs include
things such as application fees, tuition, books, supplies, parking, health and other miscellaneous
fees, testing and licensing fees, etc. Also, consider how much time you will need to take off of
work (i.e. lost wages). What are other expenses such as baby sitting, etc.?
Total Time Commitment

How much time do you need to commit to this endeavor? How much time will you spend in
class, on homework, away from work, and away from your personal life? Are you willing to
make that commitment?
Are There Special Programs?

Some schools and programs offer special programs that are typically tailored to specific student
populations. Some options may be to study online, in an accelerated format, to be sponsored by
an employer, etc.
How Will You Get Experience?

It is important to consider once you are trained, how will you get enough tangible experience to
be considered marketable in the field? Some schools provide internship opportunities, some
require them but don’t provide, and some do not require any experience at all. In those cases you
are on your own to find your first job, which can be a challenge.
Is it a Good Fit?

After you have done your due diligence research, take the time to ask yourself whether or not
what you learned about the education program is a good fit to the career and to you as a person?
If not, it is suggested that you look for other options.

What Goes into Wise Decisions? Know How to Pay for Education
As you consider your options regarding education, you need to consider the cost of the education
as well as how you will pay for it. There are several options depending on your circumstances.
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Own Financial Means

One option is to use your own financial means – your income or savings to pay your expenses
and for your cost of living. Some training programs can be free or minimal, so this is not an
issue. However, if you are looking at training/education that can cost in the hundreds or
thousands of dollars, paying for it can be a challenge.
Family, Spouse, Community (i.e. church), etc.

Depending on your circumstances, you may have the option of having a spouse, family member,
friend, or community help you support yourself and pay your education expenses. If so, just take
the time to consider they may have limited means and ability to support.
Financial Aid

Most accredited colleges can assist with qualifying for various financial aid programs for
students who qualify. Financial aid programs usually include things such as grants, loans, fee
waivers, scholarships, work study, etc. These are very complex and thus beyond the scope of this
workshop. However, there are other alternatives for learning about financial aid. One resource
created by this author is the workshop “Meeting Financial Resources” http://www.dreamsgoals.com/Wkshp-Financial.html
Employer

Many employers offer tuition aid programs for certain employees when it can be determined that
the education is job related. “Meeting Financial Responsibilities” discusses this option in more
detail.
Special Program Funding

There are several special programs designed to help certain populations with education. If you
meet any of the following populations, you may be eligible for retraining benefits. It is best to
check with the specific program, or your career one-stop case manager to find out if you qualify
for any programs: Veterans, Individuals collecting Unemployment Insurance, Individuals
collecting Social Security benefits for disabilities, etc.
What Is Covered and What is Not Covered

It is important that if you get help paying for your education to take the time to find out what fees
will NOT be paid. For example, some programs may pay for tuition, but not parking and health
fees. If your special program won’t pay for specific expenses, then it will be up to you to pay the
fees not paid elsewhere.

What Goes into Wise Decisions? Conduct Diligent Research
The following are some good questions to ask about the program before committing to it. The
documents “School Research Project” and “Understanding Educational Systems” can help you
with this process.
Diligent Research of Your Educational Options

Take the time to find out how many schools and programs are available to you. Also, find how
they are different from each other.
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What Schools and Programs are Appropriate Options?

As you ask your questions, take the time to consider which options are appropriate for you and
your goals and which ones will not. There are a lot of reasons why one program may be suitable,
but another is not.
Will It Meet Your Goals?

Make sure whatever program you are considering will actually meet your career and education
goals. If not, then it is not a good investment of your time and money.
Are the School and Program Accredited?

Accreditation is vital to your long-term success. Many professions require training from an
accredited school. Any Accredited school will not accept transfer credit from a school that is not
accredited.
Licensing

If the career you are considering requires licensing, you will want to find out if the program
completely or partially qualifies you to apply for and to take licensing exams. If not, what
additional requirements will you need to meet? Will you need to take supplemental
training/education from another institution? Does their curriculum include test taking preparation
activities? Compare this school’s programs to programs offered by similar schools? How much
do the other programs prepare one to take licensing exams?
Are the School and Program Respected by Future Employers?

Ask around and find out if the school and program are respected by potential future employers. If
not, you may have a hard time getting a job. Getting substandard training tends to do more harm
than good because people will think that decision reflects poorly on you.
How Competitive is the School and/or Program?

If the school or program are competitive to get in, then it will likely have higher entrance
standards, thus making it harder for you. In addition, many of these programs may also have
procedures in place to weed out candidates who are not qualified or are there for the wrong
reasons. Such processes can be very stressful when you are always wondering if you are going to
‘flunk out’.
Is the Program Compatible with Your Learning Styles?

In the Self Knowledge phase, you were asked to consider your preferred learning style. It is good
to find out what the teaching style is for this school/program. If it is not your preference, then the
learning may be harder than necessary.
How Much and What Kind of Support is Offered?

Find out how much support they offer to help their students succeed. Again, some programs may
try to ‘weed you out’ whereas other programs may be committed to your success.
Academic Support

Do they provide help for students who struggle? Are teachers accessible outside of class for
questions? Do they provide tutoring, computer labs, research facilities, or other labs and centers
designed to help you with your school work?
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Student Services

What kind of student services do they provide? Do they provide academic counseling/advising to
help you choose your classes? Do they provide student health services, cafeterias, bookstores,
lounge areas, social activities, student clubs, etc.?
Career Acquisition

Will they help you look for a job when you are done with your studies? Do they offer ‘career
fairs’ so employers can recruit potential employees? Do they help with job search skills, resume
preparation, and networking events?

What Goes into Wise Decisions? How to Do Diligent Research?
You may be asking, “Well how do I find those answers?” The good news is that there are a lot of
resources available to help you. Below is a brief list of some resources. Refer to the webpage for
this workshop for more resources:
http://www.dreams-goals.com/Wkshp-EducationChoices.html
Know Your Resources

Sometimes half the battle is knowing where to turn when you have a question to ask and
knowing what questions to ask. The good news, is that the point of this workshop is to give you
those tools. The section below gives a list of resources designed to help you do your research.
Understand the Link Between Education and Career

As mentioned in the beginning of “Understanding Education” the key to knowing how to link
education to career is that you start with either. Start with education and see what careers that
education can prepare you for. Or start with the career and see what education you need to get
that career.
Understand How Education Works

Mentioned earlier was the difference between degrees, certificates, and credentials. For degrees,
they are hierarchical: Associates, Bachelor’s, Master’s, Doctorate.
Know What to Look For

The key to effective research is to know what questions to ask. This workshop reveals which
questions to ask.
Seek Input and Counsel from Qualified People

When asking questions of people, it is important to ask the right people. You will find no
shortage of individuals who have opinions. However, that does not mean that their opinions are
based on knowledge or fact. Instead get your information from people who answer those
questions for a living. Education and career decision making is very complicated, so you to get
help from people who know what they are doing.

What Goes into Wise Decisions? What are Some Good Resources?
The following are two places to find some useful resources to aid your research process.
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Your Dreams & Goals Documents:

This workshop author has created several handouts that can help you do your research. They can
be downloaded from the following website:
http://www.dreams-goals.com/IndividualLessons.html.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

So How Do You Find and Get Your Dream Job?
Different Types of Counselors
Life-Long Learning Options
Understanding Educational Systems
School Research Project
Informational Interviews
Researching Career Interests (Using Appropriate Sources of Information)
Basic Career Research - Options Exploration (Part 1)
Career Research Assignment - In Depth (Part 2)
Reaching Career Goals

Other Resources

◦

Career One-Stop: “Find Local Training”
https://www.careeronestop.org/FindTraining/find-training.aspx

◦
◦

CaliforniaColleges.Edu
https://secure.californiacolleges.edu/Home/_default.aspx

◦
◦

Occupational Outlook Handbook
http://www.bls.gov/ooh/

◦
◦

Database of Accredited Post-secondary Institutions
http://ope.ed.gov/accreditation/

◦

Your College’s Catalog

◦

See website for more links to appropriate resources:
http://www.dreams-goals.com/Wkshp-EducationChoices.html

Reflection: Education
Take a few minutes to reflect on your current situation. Ask yourself the following question.
1. Do You Know What Education You Need? ______________________________________
2. What Research Tools Have You Used? __________________________________________
3. If Yes, Do How Much Information Have You Found? ______________________________
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What Goes into Wise Decisions? Be Academically Prepared
Before beginning training, be sure make sure you have done the following things. There is
nothing more stressful as a student to begin your studies, try to keep up with the work, then to
have these foreseeable problems get in the way of you getting your work done.
Admissions Requirements

Have you met all the minimum requirements for admission? If the program is competitive, have
you met the additional requirements? If you do not meet the requirements to be admitted, you
will likely run into problems, so make sure each and every item identified is taken care of before
applying.
Program/Class Pre-Requisites

Identify any program or class pre-requisites, such as test scores, GPA, degree/certificate, other
classes, transcripts, fingerprinting, etc. Sometimes it can take much longer and more effort to get
your affairs in order than people realize. For example, if you need to take a test, it may only be
offered at specific times, or could take several weeks or months to get the results back.
Therefore, identify as quickly as possible what things need to be done, and when they are due.
Missing deadlines could make you ineligible. Also, some programs and classes are filled on a
first-come-first served basis. So, if you put it off, your seat could be taken by someone who does
not.
Current Technology Hardware/Software

Is your technology current? Do you have a computer (less than five years old), printer, Internet
access, the popular software packages, such as word processing, spreadsheets, and presentations,
and a cell phone? In today’s world, students use these things on a daily basis in getting work
done and accessing information and resources, etc. If you do not currently have technology that
can support the latest software programs, then you should make plans to upgrade your
technology in the long-term. In the short-term, check to see if your school offers computer labs
that give you access to computers, Internet, printers and software. These labs are great to have
access to when needed, but they are often inconvenient when you need to work in a hurry or at
odd hours of the day. If you do decide to get a new computer, strongly consider getting a
portable one – laptop or tablet – so that you have the option of taking it with you to school, study
time, and or to work on group projects. Being limited to a desk will seriously limit your ability to
make the most of your available study time. Also, be sure to take the time to find out what
specialized software programs you will be using during your studies. Will you need to buy a
copy of it? How much does it cost? Some software packages can cost hundreds or thousands of
dollars.
Technology Skills

Are your technology skills sufficient and current? Not only is it important to have current
hardware, software and Internet access, it is also critical to know how to use them efficiently
enough to be able to follow through, at a moment’s notice, to a professor or staff member’s
expectation that you access something online, or to use computer programs that you are expected
to use. If you don’t have current and proficient skills, then get the help you need. Most schools
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offer classes, workshops, and or other support if needed. Will you be expected to be proficient in
the software upon entering, or will they teach you how to use it?
Navigating campus, its Resources and Catalog

Do you know how to navigate the campus, its resources and Catalog? Do you know your way
around the campus? Do you know where to find offices you will need? Do you know where your
classes will be held and closed student parking lots? Do you know how to find resources
designed to help you succeed? If not, start with the campus website and campus map as they can
be very helpful. Your school should have a catalog available to students because that is a legal
document that will have all the relevant information you need should be in it. Make sure you
know where to access it and take the time to go through it so that you can find necessary
information in a hurry. Most schools these days have an online-version of their catalog on their
website. Some schools have even converted to online-only catalogs. Not being able to find
places and information is very stressful when you are under a tight deadline. So, learn how to
navigate your way around.
Academic Help

Do you know where to find academic help (i.e. Tutoring)? Students often struggle with grasping
material they are learning, so many schools will offer various forms of academic support, such as
tutoring, to its students. Find out what kind of support is available and how you access it so that
you are not stuck at the last minute and don’t know where to turn for help.
An Education Plan

Do you have an education plan already laid out? (A list of classes and order in which to take
them?) The sooner you know what classes you need to take, and the order in which you should
take them, the more efficiently you will be able get through the process and identify any possible
challenges and barriers down the road that you will eventually need to address. Sometimes that
plan will be given to you before or as you enter, and sometimes that plan will be established
shortly after. You will likely be assigned a counselor/advisor who will help you pick out classes,
and to determine what classes you should be taking. It is important to do this as soon as possible
because some classes need to be taken in a specific order, and others may only be offered once
every one or two years. If you don’t take these things into consideration when taking classes, you
could find your goal being delayed unnecessarily due to lack of proper planning.

What Goes into Wise Decisions? Be Prepared for the Career
Once you are attending classes, and settled into your program, it is important to think about how
you are going to bridge the gap between school and the first job. To do so, you should start
asking yourself a few questions.
Practice Your New Skills

How will you practice your new skills outside of class? Sometimes when you develop new skills
in school you may not have enough opportunities in class to practice them enough to become
proficient. Or, if you leave school and don’t practice the new skills outside of school, you will
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lose them. So, it is important to always look for opportunities to practice your new skills. For
example, volunteering your skills for your favorite charity is a good way to get practice.
Acquire Work Experience

When and where can you get work experience? If you want to get a job that actually utilizes
your education and skills, then just going to class is not enough. You will also need to acquire
tangible work experience. The ideal time to start thinking about when, where, and how you will
get experience is as soon as you figure out what type of job you want to get. For example, if you
want to be an accountant, then you should start researching when and where you can do
internships. Also, volunteering is considered appropriate and relevant experience as long as you
do not lie about the fact that it was volunteer.
Entry-Level Jobs

Where do you find “Entry-Level” job opportunities? In one of the documents mentioned above,
the idea of Entry-Level, Transition, and Dream Jobs are discussed. It is important to realize that
your first job in a field is usually not your long-term destination. So, the challenge is to identify
where you can get your foot in the door. Many training programs offer and/or require internships
as a graduation requirement. The other question to ask is when you will be allowed and/or
expected to get one. Some programs want you working in the field right away, and others expect
you to wait until after you have taken a certain number of classes. Also, will they help you get
those jobs, or do you need to find them on your own? Students who have completed internships
already have tangible work experience upon graduation, and thus are able to find professionallevel jobs easier.
Professional Associations

What are the industry-related professional associations? As part of your career research, it is
good to identify the major associations for this profession. For example, AMA - American
Medical Association for doctors, PRSA – Public Relations Society of America for public
relations practitioners, NCDA – National Career Development Association for career
Counselors, etc. Professional associations are great for keeping your professional knowledge
current, networking, and job search. They also often have lists of schools that are good for
studying that career.
Professional Development

What professional development opportunities are available? Just because you meet your
educational goal, does not meet you will be done learning. We live in a world of constant, rapid
change. Therefore, it is important to set long-term goals for how you will advance your
professionalism once you are in the field. If you don’t like what you are learning enough to be
willing to engage in life-long learning on the subject, then take that as a ‘serious red flag’ that
this is not a good option for you. When you have make the right choices for the right reasons,
learning the material is enjoyable.
Networking

Who can you network with? Educational programs often encourage students to get to know each
other, become friends, support each other, and to work together. However, often times older
(over 25) students usually hate this because they assume they don’t have time to socialize.
However, the reason it is important to get to know your classmates is because this is the start of
your professional network. Networking is the most effective way to find job leads. It usually
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takes time to build professional networks. So as you begin your academic program, it is
important to think of everything you do as a potential opportunity to network and to find leads to
jobs, resources, and opportunities. Getting to know your teachers, classmates, guest speakers,
etc. will help to identify networking leads. Get involved in professional associations, and attend
their conferences and other activities. Develop an online presence and join specialized groups on
social media platforms related to your goals.
Your Professional Strengths

What are your professional strengths/unique identity? As you develop proficiency in your
skills/industry, you will start to develop a reputation for having certain strengths that your
competition may not have. Identifying and developing these strengths as early as possible will
help you to set yourself apart from the competition when looking for jobs later. So take the time
to notice what you do well and easily. How would those strengths benefit future employers? The
better you can answer those questions, the better you will interview for jobs.

Reflection: Academic & Career Preparation
Take a few minutes to reflect on your current situation. Ask yourself the following question.
1. What Have You Done in the Past to Prepare for Future Careers? _____________________
2. How Did That Help You Get a Job? ____________________________________________
3. What Job Search Skills are Appropriate for This Industry? __________________________

What Goes into Wise Decisions? Know How to Get a Job
The Degree or Certificate is Not Enough

Many students make the mistake of not thinking about getting a job until they are done with
school. That is a big mistake. You should be thinking about this from the beginning. You should
also be actively looking for a job in the last 6-12 of your program because it could take that long
to get a job. You should also be finding ways to get experience while you are still in school. That
way your professional resume, upon graduation will have tangible experience to list.
Meeting All Job Requirements

Make sure you can meet ALL the job requirements, including physical demands, legal
background checks, etc. Sometimes people jump into programs without regard for whether or not
potential disabilities or criminal convictions will create barriers to career success. These
questions should be asked in the research phase.
Understanding How to Get a Job in Your Desired Field

Make sure you know how people get jobs in your field. Rarely do you just walk out of school
into a job. Job search takes work. Many industries have specific ways to get jobs, such as
through unions, networking, or searching common databases.
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Identify Entry-Level Jobs

Find out when and how to you can expect to get your first entry-level job. Make sure you possess
effective job search skills.
Reflection: Job Search
Take a few minutes to reflect on your current situation. Ask yourself the following question.
1. Have You Thought About How You Will Get That First Job? ___________________
2. Can You Identify People to Network With? _________________________________
3. What Can You Do Now to Prepare?_______________________________________

Summary: Wise Decisions are Possible
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Self-Knowledge
Understand Education
Recognize Today’s World
Knowledge of the Career
Know the Education Requirements
Know How to Pay for the Education
Diligent Research
Academic Preparation
Career Preparation
Effective Job Search Strategies

Wrap Up: What Have You Learned Today?
Take a few minutes to reflect on your current situation. Ask yourself the following question.
1. What is Your Inner Voice Saying to You Right Now? _____________________________
2. What Should Be Your Priority Now? __________________________________________

Want a Follow Up Consultation?
•

Individuals wishing to discuss their unique situation, are welcome to ask for a free initial
follow-up consultation available. Further appointments are available at discounted rates
for workshop participants. Interested persons should contact the workshop presenter
directly at kehigh@dreams-goals.com to set an appointment.
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